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The lorax lesson plans first grade

Lesson plan dynamics and timbles in Amani Yutupe - students use percussion instruments other than pitch to accompany selected songs. Levels: Find 2-12 sounds - students learn to identify the sounds of a particular instrument. Level: K to 3 Making Music - This pdf file teaches kids how to create their
own music. Level: Preschool that shaker - pdf file for kids to learn how to make their instruments using items found at home. Level: Preschool Decoration A Drum - Kids will have fun making their own drums. Level: Introduction to Preschool Instruments - Introduce percussion instruments and explore their
characteristics. Levels: K to 6Homemade instruments - provides some resources to teach kids how to create their own instruments. A photo guide is included. Multi-sensory teaching methods have a higher success rate and persistence with students. Since birth, we rely heavily on all senses to process
information when we learn. Having multiple senses during education allows you to create more cognitive connections and associations with concepts. This is why taking music in math lessons is a very successful way to teach math concepts. Learning to play an instrument relies on understanding the
minutes and proportions, as these concepts are related to maintaining beats, rhythms, and time. Patterns are inherent in musical melodies. Learning patterns are important as a fundamental lesson in music, as is the case in mathematics from kindergarten to high school. Review several recommended
lesson plans for ideas on how to integrate and guide students into music and math. This activity assists young children in learning different shapes (polygons) using Hockey-Pokey songs. Improvising with simple felt cutouts and paper cutouts, your class will soon laugh at how to recognize popular (and not-
so-popular) shapes. With a number of songs such as Ants March, There Were 10 in bed and One Potato, Two Potatoes, you can incorporate finger plays and hand gestures while singing together to teach math-related concepts. Teach students the songs 100 Is a Hundred with these simple lyrics and
audio clips. With the help of this little jingle, you can teach students to skip the count by the 10s. There are more advanced topics like learning multiplication tables with skip-count songs like Count by 2, Animal Groove and Hip Hop Jive Count by 5s and songs like Shake the Table. Students can learn how
to solve mathematical and musical problems by identifying patterns in numbers and notations. To get this lesson plan, you need to sign up for a free TeacherVision account. In this activity, students create a symphony of applause. You don't need an instrument. Kids learn lessons about note valuesThe
number of minutes applies to the music. In this lesson plan experiment, you will learn how to measure pitch, sound frequency, and sound waves using music, multimedia, and technology. Students apply their knowledge by building their own breadpipes. Based on a book called Math Dance by Carl Schaffer
and Eric Stern, you're learning how math dance can help incorporate math-teaching movements through a 10-minute TEDx talk. Schaffer and Stern revealed the relationship between math and dance in their popular performance, Two Men Dancing About Math. This dance has been performed more than
500 times nationwide. The four key elements of a lesson plan are setting goals, determining performance criteria, predicting how to get students' attention, and finding ways to present lessons. Teachers should also focus on closing lessons and encouraging students to engage in independent learning.
When creating a lesson plan, carefully consider several options. Determine the purpose of the lesson Before writing a lesson plan, the teacher must identify the purpose. This means highlighting what students should achieve by the end of the lesson. A lesson plan that reviews student standards should
identify the criteria that students should achieve by the end of the lesson. Some schools set standards for teachers. Lesson plans that find ways to get students' attention should identify ways for teachers to get students' attention. This can be done through statements or actions. Teachers who develop ways
to present lessons need to find ways to present lessons through presentations, videos, and activities. You should also include a highlighting method that confirms your student's understanding of the content. All lessons that conclude the lesson should include an end statement that concludes the objective
and learning outcome. At this point, teachers need to strengthen what their students need to learn. Encourage self-reliance learning Teachers can encourage independent learning through classroom activities and homework. This should include giving feedback to students. For students, learning to tell the
time can be difficult. However, you can follow this step-by-step procedure to teach students to tell the time in hours and half hours. Depending on when you teach math during the day, it's helpful to sound an alarm on your digital clock when your math class starts. It's even better if your math class starts at
an hour or 30 minutes! When do you get up? When do you brush your teeth? When do you take the bus to school? When do we have reading lessons? Tell students that they will be a little more specific next. It isTime of day when we do things, and the clock shows us when. Show analog clocks (toys and
classroom clocks) and digital clocks. Set the time of the analog clock to 3:00. First, draw attention to your digital watch. The number before the colon (:) the number and the next number: minutes. So the time of 3:00 is exactly 3 o'm and there are no extra minutes. Then draw attention to the analog clock.
This clock can also indicate the time. The short hand indicates the same time as the number before : on the digital clock. It shows how the long hands of an analog clock move faster than a short hand. At 0 minutes, it will be right at the top, at 12. This is a difficult concept for kids to understand, so make it a
few times in 12 minutes and zero minutes for students to stand up and quickly move their long hands around the circle. Have students stand up and use their arms in their hands on the clock. Use one arm to indicate where the long clock hand is at zero minutes. Their hands should be straight on their
heads. Just like step 5, move this hand quickly around an imaginary circle to represent what the hand of the minute does. Then have them imitate the short hand at 3:00. Use an unused arm and have it placed sideways to mimic the hand of the watch. Repeat 6:00 (first run analog clock), 9:00, then 12:00.
Turn your arms directly above your head at 12:00 and change your digital clock to 3:30. Displays how the analog clock is displayed. Students use their bodies to imitate 3:30, 6:30, and 9:30. During the rest of the class period, or the introduction of the next class period, volunteers come to the front of the
class and ask other students to make time with their bodies to guess. Return home to students and discuss with their parents the time (the closest hour and a half) to do at least three important things during the day. They need to write these down on paper in the correct digital format. Parents must sign a
paper indicating that they have had these discusses with their children. Take anecdotal notes about the students completing step 9 of the lesson. Students who are still struggling with representation for a few and a half hours can get another student or some extra practice with you. Two class periods, each
30-45 minutes long. The switch between toy analog clock digital clock present and past simplicity is one of the most challenging aspects for English learners. The reason for this is to use languages such as German, French and Italian, and to use the simple and present perfect language of the past in the
same sense. Students find certain differencesExperience (simplicity of the past) and general experience (present perfection) difficulties. Students speak a language that is much more loose to use, as in Japanese. This lesson focuses on switches by first narrowing down your choices to current perfection or
past simplicity. First, ask a question about the general experience of ever and ask them to delve into the details with question words such as where, when, and why. Start your lesson by talking about your own experience in a general way of writing about the lower middle to intermediate experiences that
ask about the experience of being skilled by switching between current perfection and the simple number one of the past #2 experience. Be careful not to give details about these experiences. In other words, keep the present perfect. Travel, education, hobbies, etc., work well. For example, I've been to
many countries in my life. I traveled to Europe and visited France, Germany, Italy and Switzerland. I also drove a lot in the US. In fact, I've run through almost 45 states. Invite students to ask questions about the details of your adventure. You may need to model this. But students can hopefully catch fast
and keep the past simple. On board, create a timeline that shows the past presenting some of your adventures. Put a question mark over a general statement and a specific date on top of a specific statement. Point out the difference between the two. Tense time graphs are also available on this site. Here's
the question, Have you ever been there? For general experience. Briefly review questions about historical information and focus on specific experiences. Model a few question-and-answer interactions with students switching between ever. Then, when students answer positively, questions about the
information When and where.. I answered. Give students a partner or small group of exercises. Move classes and listen to these conversations as needed. To continue, have students fill out the worksheet according to the example provided. Move around the room to make sure students switch between the
current perfect and simple past in writing. Ever have. and use the perfect present. Ask your classmates questions. When your partner answers yes, follow up with a quick information question from the past. Example: Student 1: Have you been to China?Student 2: Yes, I have. Student 1: When did you go?
Student 1: Which city did you visit? Buy new car travel with foreign country play soccer/soccer/tennis/golf work in big company You lose your money, wallet, or wallet eating something that made a foreign language sickInstruments write a few sentences for each of these topics. Start with a statement using
the current perfection. Then write a sentence or two that gives you specific details. For example, I learned three languages in my life. I studied German and Italian when I was in college. I also learned French in 1998 when I visited French for a three-month French program. The hobby I learned where I
visited I ate what I ate, I studied subjects where I learned stupid things I bought
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